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About us
STAR CONFERENCES strives to
spread knowledge and create
amazing platforms for likeminded professionals to explore
themselves while interacting with
their colleagues in real-time and
today is a very special day in the
diminutive yet significant
existence of Conference.

“Reading
maketh a
full man;
conference
a ready
man”
FRANCIS BACON

STAR Conferences (Scientists Talk
About Research) is extremely
passionate in 3C’s, Creating,
Connections and Conversions
among research scientists and
researchers as leading experts to
integrate B2B businesses among
individuals, and companies to
connect, communicate, cultivate,
and convert research ideas
elegantly and efficiently for
human mankind.
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Bitcoin is the first blockchain-based decentralized digital
currency that is progressively being utilized everywhere
worldwide since 2009. It has advanced its development
into many other assets and forms of Blockchain
technology. The industry has been developing more
rapidly than the boldest forecasts predicted. Capitalization
of the crypto-currency market has approached the $ 100
billion mark in 2017
Blockchain & Bitcoin Conference is a series of events
focussing on Blockchain and cryptocurrencies. The
Blockchain technology has already conquered not only the
financial and banking spheres but also started to spread its
roots in medicine, insurance, document circulation, solar,
etc. Experts will share their experience of implementing
Blockchain in governmental institutions (Govtech),
banking system, trading, media, healthcare and other
spheres. We will discuss all the aspects of creating
innovative IT products – from the emergence of idea to
entering the market.
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Blockchain technology, which is best known for powering
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, is gaining steam among
finance firms because of its potential to streamline
processes and increase efficiency. The technology could cut
costs by up to $20 billion annually by 2022.
Bitcoin, have paved the way for increased mainstream
acceptance for the digital currency, which even has the
potential for transforming global financial transactions. In
current scenario, most of the online merchants and startup
companies have already started enjoying the anonymity and
efficiency of bitcoin payments, which allows them to cut
overhead costs compared to credit or debit cards
transactions.
The Global Bitcoin Technology Market is estimated to grow
at a CAGR of 7.26% over the period 2015 - 2020. Booming
economy and growing disposable income among middle
income group in developing world has led Bitcoin
technologies to gain traction and to be used as one of the
medium of exchange in the region.
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That's because blockchain, which operates as a distributed
ledger, has the ability to allow multiple parties to transfer
and store sensitive information in a space that’s secure,
permanent, anonymous, and easily accessible. That could
simplify paper-heavy, expensive, or logistically
complicated financial systems, like remittances and crossborder transfer, shareholder management and ownership
exchange, and securities trading, to name a few. And
outside of finance, governments and the music industry
are investigating the technology’s potential to simplify
record-keeping.

As a result, venture capital firms and financial institutions
alike are pouring investment into finding, developing, and
testing blockchain use cases. Over 50 major financial
institutions are involved with collaborative blockchain
startups, have begun researching the technology in-house,
or have helped fund startups with products rooted in
blockchain.
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We are glad to announce the "International conference" on
BLOCKCHAIN &BITCOIN SUMMIT-2018 to be held in
TORONTO, CANADA on may 24-25, 2018 organised by Star
conferences LLC, USA in collaboration with generous
support and cooperation from Editorial Board members.
World Blockchain & Bitcoin (BCB-2018) on May 24-25,
2018 at Toronto, Canada.
BCB-2018 is meant to be a learning experience for all
Blockchain & Bitcoin professionals looking to improve and
adapt to modern marketing strategies.
The main theme of the conference is “Emerging World on
Blockchain & Bitcoin conference
BCB-2018 is an event designed for technical, and
academic communities to facilitate the application of
research findings related to Cryptocurrency. The
conference invite participants from all leading universities,
business, government and public sector, technical, and
academic communities to discuss the trends, tools and
opportunities big data analytics delivers in your respective
fields. Industry experts from all over the world will openly
share their best practices and insights that will deck you
out to become future leaders in a data driven environment.

Goals:

BCB-2018

The conference program emphasizes evidence-based
practice, educational innovation, practical
application, and peer to peer networking and
collaboration. The goals of the conference is to provide
a transformative professional development experience
through
Bringing together the world’s scientific experts to
catalyze and advance scientific knowledge about
BCB-2018 is an event designed for technical, and
academic communities to facilitate the application of
research findings related to Cryptocurrency.
Scientific collaborations around the world
Bringing together community leaders, scientists, and
policy leaders to promote and enhance
programmatic collaborations to more effectively
address regional, national and local responses to
Elderly Population around the world and overcome
barriers that limit access to care and services.

Major sessions:
Bitcoin Miner
Cloud Bitcoin Mining
Paper Bitcoin Wallet
Bitcoin price Charts
Bitcoin Mining Pools
Mining profitability
Litecoin & Bitcoin
Future Blockchain Technology
Public & Permissioned Blockchains
Applications and Use cases of Blockchains
Blockchain issues and limitations
Ethereum Mining Works
Ethreum Scale
Distributed Ledger
Decentralized Applications
Ethreum Smart Contracts Work
IOT solutions
Blockchain Sphere
Mining and Trading of Cryptos

BCB-2018

About Toronto:
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Toronto, the capital of the province of Ontario, is a major
Canadian city along Lake Ontario’s northwestern shore. It's a
dynamic metropolis with a core of soaring skyscrapers, all
dwarfed by the iconic, free-standing CN Tower. Toronto also
has many green spaces, from the orderly oval of Queen’s Park
to 400-acre High Park and its trails, sports facilities and zoo.

Venue & Accommodation:
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Holiday Inn Express Toronto East 50 Estate Drive
Scarborough Ontario,M1H 2Z1
Phone:416-439-9666
Fax:416 439 4295
Email: gloriana@sunraygroup.ca

About Registration:
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Registration Includes: Access to all Sessions, Coffee break
during the conference, Handbook & Conference Kit, A free
paper abstract (For Speakers), Lunch during the conference,
Certificate of Presentation, 50% rebate on Manuscript
publication in respective subject Journals, 10% rebate on
Registration fee for successive conference or any of the STAR
international Conferences

Delegate Registration
$399

Electronic Poster Presentation
$200

Speaker Registration
$699

Audio Visual Presentation
$299

About Registration:
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Package-A
Package A: Registration + 2 nights of Accommodation,
Complimentary Breakfast, 2 Nights accommodation (i.e. May
23rd, May 24th) in a deluxe single/ double room at conference
venue, Free Shuttle service from Airport to Hotel and vice versa,
Free WiFi

Package-B:
Registration + 3 nights of Accommodation, Complimentary
Breakfast, 3 Nights accommodation (i.e. May 23rd, May 24th
& May 25th) in a deluxe single/ double room at conference
venue, Free Shuttle service from Airport to Hotel and vice
versa, Free WiFi.

To register online, please visit:
https://www.starconferences.org/register/bcb2018

~Join us Today~

